Microsoft Academic Search is a free service developed by Microsoft Research to help scholars, scientists, students, and practitioners quickly and easily find academic content, researchers, institutions, and activities. Academic Search indexes not only millions of academic papers; it also surfaces key relationships between and among subjects, content, and authors in a manner that highlights the critical links that help define scientific research.

Explore.
Microsoft Academic Search doesn’t simply provide a static listing of search results. Rather, it allows you to explore the context for each search result:

- What else has this author written?
- With whom has he/she collaborated?
- What papers does this article cite, and what papers reference it?
- What are other popular results for this topic?

Microsoft Academic Search makes it easy for you to direct your search experience in interesting and unexpected directions with unique features and visualizations addressing these questions and more.
Search.
Microsoft Academic Search indexes millions of scholarly papers from hundreds of content providers. Simply enter your keywords and click on the search button to get started. Advanced search options include domain limits (16 distinct subject areas), as well as searching within specific fields (e.g., author name, journal).

Discover.
Beyond surfacing relevant article results, Microsoft Academic Search provides a wealth of additional materials to help you uncover more about your research interests and the people that share them.

- Identify activity in your field via the millions of author profiles which contain such information as published works, affiliations, and co-author histories.
- Browse institutions by discipline to locate the origins of the latest and most highly-cited research.
- Compare differences in the number of publications and citations as well as research priorities and interests between organizations.

Microsoft Academic Search is an essential tool to assist in your discovery of what is new, what is relevant, and what is important in your discipline.

Contribute.
Microsoft Academic Search is open for authenticated users to edit and enhance. You can register to update your author profile and publication information, add a photo, modify your organizational affiliation, and more*. You can also build your own contributions to the research community by accessing the data via our open API.

*Microsoft will verify all requested changes to Microsoft Academic Search.